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channels before application to a pair of loud
speaker systems Ihe designed for differences in
arrival tunes and intensities of the tvo signals
can then give a subjective effect of sound dis
tnbution valid over a reasonable area in front of
the loudspeakero
Tomorrow
The superiority of the modern lp over the
original Berliner records is very clear in respect of
everr important performance criterion The
scratchy sub telephone dualltj of the early
discs has to be compared with the noise free
stereophonic sound of the best of the 1 p s ex
tending as it does over the whole of the audibie
spectrum and of quality limited chiefly by the
capability of the replay equipment Is there
room for improvement? Does there remain to be
heralded another major innovation in ths
development of the gramophone record'
To prophesy accurately In such matters de
mands genius or luck However it w to be
noted that the technical performance of the con
temporary disc leaves little room for improve
ment It is true that the technique of t'-aeins a
pre cut groove with a sts-lna carries certain m
tnnsic distortions with it all of which introduce
spurious harmonic and inharmonic tones not
present in the original performance and one
recent development has been the introduction
during recording of a kind of inverse distortion
which on replay tends to cancel out the replay
distortion But this is refinement not a nnjor
innovation
Similarly there is always the quest for increased
playing time without sacrifice of qualitr It is
difficult to see Its achievement with the tradi
tional disc recording medium iu view of the
extreme delicacy of pick up necessary to achieve
the prevailing standards of quality at the pre
vailing recoid speeds
It might be felt that a major change could be
made—downwards—in the price of records by
some novel production-engineering venture Yet
of the components of the selling price the produc
tion cost is less sometimes much less than the
sum of the other costs all of which are unrelated
to the recording medium artists fees royalties
publicity tax and 80 on
The truth is probably that the disc record has
nearly reached the end of Its technical exploit
abflity and that it is susceptible to improvements
m detail only The disc has survived competition
from other media notably the magnetic tape
because of its convenience of use In the domestic
environment and because It is supported by a
massive and long-established production effort
dealing with a similarly large and established
repertoire In short both manufacturers and the
general public know and accept the gramophone
record Other days bring other ways though
The disc will survive for many years but not as
the medium of the future the latter may already
exist as the coated nlastio tape—or it may await
invention
Appendix
Some Explanations o£ Terminology
The better to appreciate the problem of sound
recording consider the nature of the sound itself
The ear responds to sound (»e it gives the aensa
tion of hearing) by a complicated mechanism
which is imperfectly understood but which cer
tainly originates in the vibration of a diaphragm
This la the ear dram which is a thin membrane of
cartilage completely closing the entrance to the
middle ear and to other parts of the hearing system
further within the skull The motion of the ear
drum is conveyed by a linkage of three small
bones the ossicles to the inner ear wherein a
conversion is made from mechanical vibration to
nervous signals which are transmitted to the
brain See also Q12-13
Pitch.
Vibration of the ear drum results from vibra
Won or periodic alternation, of air pressure
Hence the source of sound must Itself set up air
 presbure variations Moreover if the sound is to
be audible and by definition it must be so the
pressure variations must not occur too slowly— the
comparative!1- slow change of pressure with change
of altitude for example causes a sensation not of
sound but of ear blockage Nor must the vana
tions be too rapid— the inaudible doe whistle
sets up air pressure variations which are too
frequent to be heard by the human ear and we
enter the realm of -ultrasonics (LH8) Xhe rate
at which the pressure variations recur called the
frequency is tie physical concorm*ant of the
pitch of the sound
It transpires that the person with average hear
ing can sense variations occurring not less fre
Quently than about 20 per second and not more
frequently than about 15 000 per second although
aee and state of health have something to do with
the exact range of audible frequencies
So a requirement of the ideal sound recording
system is that it shall respond to air pressure
fluctuations withji the range 20-15 000 Hz
(cycles or complete fluctuations per second)
(With pressure charges there are associated
velocity changes and some recording systems are
velocity responsive rather than pressure respon
sive This does not alter the tenor of vhat is
said here about frequency range PiC )
If it is to Simulate the ear in order that it can
later reproduce the sound for the benefit of
another ear the recxrding system must also cater
for the range of londnesbes which the average ear
will accept This range is very large Indeed for
the greatest loudness an ear can tolerate without
actual pain or damage Is set up by a pressure
vaiiation at the ear of a magnitude which is
perhaps 10 million times the pressure magnitude
corresponding to a sound which is barely audible
This gives a measure of what U often referred
to as the djoumic range of the recording
system The dynamic range is the difference be
twten the loudest or highest level sound which
the system can handle without malfunction and
the smallest eisnal which it can handle
Noise
The Question of the very small signals that re
present the very quiet sounds arises because of a
third important factor which has to be taken into
account this is the residual noise level A cer
tain level of noise and hum exists inescapably
within the recording system and because sounds
which are quiet enough to lie just above below or
at the noise level are in practice the smallest that
can usefully be handled the dynamic range is
reckoned with the noise tevel as iis lower limit
Distortion
We are deriving some of the most important
features br means of which recording systems can
be judged and in addition to the three referred to
above (frequency range dynamic range and
noise level) there is one other It is non linearity
distortion This is a general name given to any
imperfection of the system which degrades the
way in which, the system responds to sounds of
various loudnesses For example if the original
sound doubles in loudness does the reproduced
sound do likewise? If so there is no non linearity
distortion present On the other hand if the
reproduced sound does not change m exact pro
portion to the original non linearity distortion
exists The ear is not very tolerant of the effects
of non linearity which shows itaelf in tue prodnc
tion of spurious sounds which were not present m
the original These spurious signals may be over
tones or harmonics of components of the original
(the so called harmonic distortion) or they may be
inharmonic signals (niter modulation distortion)
which grate even more offensively on the listener s
ear An everyday example of non linearity dis
tortion at work Is the public telephone service
the reproduction at the telephone earpiece is
distorted very badly by comparison with the
original speech or indeed by comparison with a
reproduced sound of high quality such as that
ftom a good vhf receiver tuned to a BBC
vhf broadcast

